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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, February 11, 2014 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond. Mpls is -15, Duluth -25 
 Close Chg Today's 

Volume 
AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12% 13% 14% 15% 

MWH4 661^2 S 9^6 5260 17597 -1770 Basis (K): +165 +150/+190 +245/+300 +275/+300 

MWK4 638^0 S 9^2 4631 2501 +133 Info:  cars train/cars cars/cars bid/cars 

MWN4 637^2 S 8^0 1685 14667 +400 Change: no comp unch/dn 10 up 5/up 45 no comp 

MWU4 644^0 S 8^6 668 7504 +64 Mpls Truck NQ +50 +85 +100 

MWZ4 655^0 S 7^6 581 6021 +119 Portland (K) Feb  Mar  April May  

MWH5 664^0 S 8^6 142 1379 +25 14%proBasis  +180/+200 +180/200 +180/+205 +180/200 

Totals:   12,969 67,699 -1035  dn 10/dn 30 dn 10/dn 30 up 5/dn 25 up 5/dn 25 

Cash Exchanges: 1916 (1565 H) Options: 103 

Receipts on the Floor:   
121 cars and 2 trains 

Implied option vols: 
H 21% K19% N19%  

Cash: Spring wheat basis was steady in the spot mkt but lower in 
Portland. 13.0% pro Duluth loadouts traded +175 MWK  

Commentary: 
Wheat extended flat price gains today with Minneapolis leading the charge higher. After closing above 
the 50-day moving average yesterday, MWH today shot up another dime to close above the first 
retracement objective of the Oct-Jan decline. The 38% retracement came in at 660 on the weekly 
continuous (664 on the H contract, however) and the 50% retracement on the weekly lies at 680 ½; the 
third retracement objective would be the 700 level, which is also the flat price level at which cash 
merchants expect would generate significant amounts of farmer selling.  Upside objectives for WH are 
the 50-day moving average at 600 even and the 38% retracement of the Oct-Jan decline at 611 ¼. 
KWH is well above its 50-day moving average and today closed just six cents below the 38% 
retracement of the Oct-Jan decline.  
 
Much of the flat price strength in wheat is stemming from liquidation of the H contracts which is moving 
front-end futures values closer to convergence with cash prices. H open interest remains high in all 
three wheat contracts, however, and there is still much work to do. There were reports of at least one 
train of SRW trading ex-Toledo at 50-60 cents over delivery value equivalence. In spring wheat, Duluth 
loadouts traded +175 MWK in the spot market today, and cash remains some 30-40 cents above DVE 
in KC, as well. MW H/K and K/N scored new move highs in today’s trade, as did Chicago H/K. KC 
spreads set back today following yesterday’s big gains. The index fund roll is ongoing this week through 
Thursday’s session. With the evolution of indexed futures products, ETFs, and ETNs, these roll periods 
produce an assortment of interesting bank-related trade; volumes are running huge and MOC order 
flow is all over the place, in addition to the traditional selling of the front-month spread. We’ve seen 
heavy bearspreading the last few sessions in Chicago K/N, for example. Today, we saw a bizarre 
program selling size in MW H/K and N/U in post-settlement trade, very odd timing and reminiscent of 
the Deutsche Bank ETF execution.  
 
Canadian grain—wheat, canola, oats—remains captive in interior locations. Canadian rail car 
allocations to the US have been cut to 1/3 of harvest levels.  Revenue to the railroads is significantly 
higher from transporting oil compared with grain and Canadian grain companies have been told by 
railroads flat-out that they will not ship wheat to the US at this time—essentially throwing in the towel. 
Thus, the situation has evolved from a transitory snarl of “logistics” to a broader, more structural issue 
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that sufficient rail capacity is simply not being allocated to the grain industry at this time. This situation 
is forcing commercial grain to originate spring wheat from the US farmer, at significantly higher cost 
than cheap imports from Canada. Basis remains bid well above delivery and cash traders are openly 
talking about the possibility of 50+ inverse in MW H/K. Although KC H/K blew off some steam today, 
Chicago H/K feels explosive still.  
 
MW H/K presents significant risk at this level of inverse, but we like bullspreading MW N-Z here at -19 
on a piggyback. N/U saw active trade today and continues to offer a relatively generous carry around 7 
cents while U/Z also remains historically wide for this pre-planting time at 12 carry. The contract low 
trade in N/Z is 24 ½ carry, and that was when H/K was -11 ½. Risk a nickel to make 20+.  
 
In intermarket spreads, MW and KW continue to gain on W. KW-W is into fundamentally overvalued 
territory. Today MW seemed to take over the rally effort from KW.  We’re taking a stab at buying MWK-
KWK at 20 under or lower this week as it was about this level in both of the prior two expirations (Z3 
and H4) where MW-KW intermarket spreads formed interim bottoms before rallying back to near even 
money. This week is opportune timing as KWK is bid moc everyday off of the index fund roll. Flat price 
is already about 60 cents off of the lows and spring wheat basis remains intractably high as the lack of 
Canadian shipping capacity forces US exporters and millers to keep spring wheat basis high enough to 
encourage farmer selling in the US.  
 
Chicago H/K went out trading a penny inverse and there is still substantial amount of open interest to 
liquidate. Would not be surprised to see a blow-off top trade to 10 inverse. MW H/K traded huge size 
today at 24-25 inverse. All of the H contracts—MW, KW, and W—remain potentially explosive as fund 
shorts cover against commercials that are trading cash well above delivery equivalence in all three 
classes. The rallying bullspreads support a bullish flat price bias as the technical chart recovery feels 
like it may have another push in it.  
 
 
–Austin Damiani 


